
MTMBC F/E News & Race Reports for Round 2 of the Championships 2019 

Hello racers 

The second rounds of our Fast Electric Championships were held on Saturday 25th of May. 
Racing on the inside lake was not possible because of weed covering about 80% of the course. 
Consequently Club500 & F600B racing was moved to the outside lake on a slightly larger course 
using existing and one additional throw out buoy. The starting gate was also moved to the outside 
lake and set up slightly off shore. Wellies were essential. 

Full results and championship positions can be accessed through this link to the MTMBC website 
https://www.mtmbc.club/copy-of-fast-electric  

The weather was warm and sunny with a slight on shore breeze. Water conditions were excellent 
with slight ripples and practically no debris on the surface. 

Club500 Results – 1st Graham C with a score of 16 laps & 64 seconds. 2nd Colin M with a score 
of 15 laps & 6 seconds. 3rd David W with a score of 14 laps & 11 seconds. A modest turn out for 
the second round with 4 competitors taking part. Lap counts were low because of the larger M 
course with long straights and a sharp right turn on the middle point of the M. 
  
F600B Results - 1st Graham C with a score of 33 laps & 14 seconds. 2nd Colin M with a score of 
28 laps & 45 seconds. 3rd David W with a score of 27 laps & 24 seconds. A good field of 5 boats 
raced in this round. As with the Club500s the middle point of the M was difficult to negotiate. These 
boats are designed to race an anticlockwise course so sharp right turns are difficult to execute.  

Wacky Races Results 
1st David P with a score of 31 laps & 27 seconds. 2nd Tony S with a score of 23 laps & 13 
seconds. 3rd Tim G with a score of 12 laps & 4 seconds. 5 competitors took part in this round and 
although some used the HAG boats we were able to count the results towards the championship. 
As an experiment coloured cabins were used to identify the boats instead of the number boards 
specified by the rules. The large boards required by the rules upset the self righting abilities of 
some smaller boats. This was a success and the rules will now be modified to allow coloured 
cabins as well as number boards. 
I raced a tweaked commercial RTR Pro-boat Recoil 17 which performed well winning both races.  
Watch out on the website and the July Voice Pipe for a short article on the minor changes I made 
to make it into a Wacky Racer. 

Run What Ya Brung 
3 F/E boats were run including 2 x Mono 1 boats taking part in a 6 minute race round the clockwise 
oval course which was great fun. Maybe we can add Mono 1 races to the calendar. Anyone out 
there with a Mono 1 who would like to join in? 
A  larger and impressively fast boat was also taken for a run round the lake. 

Thank you 
New members Tim and Steven turned up to watch the action and run their boats. They kindly 
offered to help with officiating and did a great job time keeping, lap counting and buoy judging. We 
were able to offer them a chance to join in the racing with the HAG Wacky Racer and hope they 
will become regular Fast Electric racers. So thanks once again guys. 

See you lake-side 

Dave 
MTMBC Fast Electrics 
parker42@btinternet.com
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